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News from me
As we speak, my agent is prepping the
first book in my new series (No Way
Out) for sending out to publishers - I'm
biting my nails! Meanwhile, I've written
the second book (Pronounced Dead)
and will be spending the next few
weeks editing it before it, too, gets the
agent treatment.
I'll be appearing on UK Crime Book Club
(FaceBook) in December, reading an
extract from Toxic. December marks yet
another anniversary of the Bhopal
disaster, which was the inspiration for
Toxic, and another year those affected
by the disaster have been fighting for
justice.

I've also been working on my nonfiction project - a history of literature
illustrated by stamps. My one-page
display on the Arabian Nights is
currently in the All About Stamps
competition - voting is open until
30th November (hint, hint!)
allaboutstamps.co.uk/
virtual-events/stamp-displays/
competition-entry-arabian-nights/

BEEN READING...
⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️
Coming out on 19th November

When a burned body is found with its teeth missing,
so begins book 5 in the DC Maggie Jamieson series.
I've really enjoyed this series, and have to say Dead
Mercy is the best one yet. The characters have

developed consistently book on book, and the
storylines have remained fresh and exciting. The
series gives an interesting angle on the usual police
procedural, with insight into the little-known
workings of the probation and related services. It
does this, however, without getting bogged down in
office politics, and gets on with a fast-paced plot
and characters in peril. Not an easy task to achieve,
so definitely hats off to Noelle Holten.
This is a series that's going to be around for a long time to come, and deserves to
have a strong following of eager readers.

If you like your action fast-paced and
twisty (and very well written), then this
is definitely the book for you. The story
tells of the frantic search for a woman
who vanishes from her home in
disturbing circumstances one morning.
It's a book that's very difficult to put
down, and as I neared the end, thinking
the action was starting to wind down to
a conclusion, it ended with an almighty
bombshell. I'll definitely be reading
more from this author.

CAN'T WAIT TO READ...
WHAT I'VE ADDED TO MY TBR

Gaby Fox is known to many
due to her successful TV
career, so when her brother
and his pals hire the salubrious
Lamond Lodge for his birthday
celebrations, it is noted by the
St Andrews locals. A ripple of
shock goes round the town
when Russell Fox is gunned
down on the premises.
DI Clare Mackay gets to work
on uncovering the facts
surrounding Russell Fox’s
death. The guests at the lodge
have secrets to hide, but even
when Clare begins to unravel
the deceit, it doesn’t bring the
answers. The detective can’t
help but wonder why no one
who knew Russell seems
capable of telling the truth,
and whether there is more
than one person with a reason
to want him dead…
I love the DI Clare Mackay
series, and can't wait to get
stuck into the latest case!

Jennifer MacKenzie being hit
by a car was a tragic accident.
Or so it seemed. Until Connor
is summoned to a meeting
with his girlfriend's dad,
Duncan McKenzie, who
claims that Jen's accident
was a message intended for
him - and a way to force him
to kill his trusted lieutenant
Paulie King, who has now
disappeared.
His request to Connor is
simple. Find Paulie and the
men who hurt his daughter.
Do whatever it takes.
As an all-out gang war
threatens to explode across
Central Scotland, Connor
begins a journey that forces
him to confront some
uncomfortable truths about
his girlfriend and the family
he is connected to through
her.

LATELY

Calcutta, 1923. When a Hindu
theologian is found murdered
in his home, the city is on the
brink of all-out religious war.
Can officers of the Imperial
Police Force, Captain Sam
Wyndham and Sergeant
Surendranath Banerjee track
down those responsible in
time to stop a bloodbath?
Set at a time of heightened
political tension, beginning in
atmospheric Calcutta and
taking the detectives all the
way to bustling Bombay, the
latest instalment in this
'unmissable' (The Times) series
presents Wyndham and
Banerjee with an
unprecedented challenge. Will
this be the case that finally
drives them apart?

PICK OF NEW RELEASES
Some of the best for November
SOCO Maya Barton is called to a canal where a heavily
decomposed male body has been discovered. A bank card
belonging to Trevor Dawlish is found in the cadaver’s
pocket, and the name matches that of a missing person.
All seems straightforward—until Trevor’s wife phones the
police to say that Trevor has returned home, leaving Maya
and the team wondering who the unknown male is. When
it’s revealed that the male was dead before he entered the
water, Maya finds herself with a murder on her hands.

A year has passed since DI James Walker cracked his
biggest case yet, and he’s hoping for peace and quiet this
festive season. But across the fells, a local farmer returns
home on Christmas Eve to find footsteps in the fresh snow
that lead down to his unused basement – and no footsteps
leading away. Days later, his body is found, alongside those
of his wife and daughter. Without a neighbour for miles,
there are no witnesses and little evidence. And the crime
scene has strange echoes of another terrible murder
committed at the farmhouse, twenty years earlier…
Cait has no choice but to accept the lift. Her car skidded
off a remote Highland road and it’s going nowhere in a
hurry. There’s no mobile reception, no visible signs of life,
and snow is falling faster by the minute. When the lorry
driver offers to take her to the nearest village, it’s against
every instinct every woman alive has drilled into her from
birth. Die from exposure or risk becoming yet another
statistic?
But when the lorry driver is found murdered the next
morning, secrets from Cait’s past come back to haunt her.
Only two people know what happened that night, and
one of them didn’t live to tell the tale.
When the body of a postgraduate student is found in an
ice-cold bath, DI Scott Cullen and his team must hunt for
the flat’s tenant. But she doesn’t want to be found, hiding
more than just her location. Meanwhile, Brian Bain is
nearing the endgame in his mission to bring down Cullen,
aided and abetted by DS Luke Shepherd, another person
who is hiding the truth from Cullen. Will Cullen find the
killer? Will Bain succeed in taking revenge? Will Shepherd
achieve closure?

PICK OF NEW RELEASES

One August afternoon, eight-year-old Grace Lennard vanishes
into thin air. Hours before, Steven Harte walks into Halesowen
police station and confesses to having information that will
lead Detective Kim Stone to Melody Jones – the little girl who
was taken from a playground exactly twenty-five years ago. But
something about his confession is off and Kim dismisses his
claims. Arriving at the scene of Grace’s disappearance, Kim
finds a chilling piece of evidence: the heart bracelet belonging
to Melody. Now Kim must play Steven’s twisted game if she is
to find Grace alive.
DI Conal Brophy is summoned to his first major case as
Inspector, which has far-reaching implications beyond a sleepy
Irish village under lockdown. A sixteen-year-old asylum seeker
is found dead in a forest clearing, and Brophy is presented with
a bereaved group of teenagers and a house crammed full of
refugees. The investigation is complicated by politics and
power plays and threatened by growing discontent among a
population fatigued by a year of isolation and loss. Brophy
must wade through the bigotry and lies that have everyone
guarded and suspicious. But will he find the killer before
someone else does?
Hannah Thomas returns home one morning to every mother’s
worst nightmare: a missing child and a dead fiancé. When DI
Gaby Darin questions her, Hannah insists she can’t think of
anyone who’d want to hurt her family – and yet it all feels
disturbingly personal. Mere hours into the investigation, a
second body is found. As Gaby and her team dig into the
victims’ lives, they hit dead ends at every turn – particularly
when it comes to Hannah’s past. What is the grieving woman
hiding? But when Gaby stumbles upon Hannah’s tragic secret,
it doesn’t bring her any closer to the truth. Can she connect the
dots before the killer strikes again?
In the quiet seaside town of Weston-super-Mare, a man is
found unconscious on the beach with a strange symbol carved
into his skin. The victim—a local drug addict—has no
recollection of who attacked him or how he got there.
The sleepy coastal community is sent into shock. And when
another victim branded with the same vicious mark dies from
his wounds, DI Louise Blackwell realises she is dealing with a
sadistic serial killer. But why is the twisted attacker targeting
Weston’s most vulnerable people? And what is the meaning
behind the mysterious symbol?

SCENE OF CRIME
Get along, take part
Noir at the Bar Edibnurgh
has returned
IN REAL LIFE!

It's on the last Thursday of
each month, and you'll find all
your favourite crimeys at the
Rose Theatre Cafe.
Great chat, great food, it's
simply the best crime night check the FaceBook page for
details, and get along.
facebook.com/
NoirattheBarEd

Meanwhile, grab your tickets for February's
#baytaleslive22 - you don't want to miss it!
All-Day tickets will be £30.
6 sessions.
20 big name authors.
On-site bookshop & signings
See bay tales.com for details

Newcastle Noir returns with a
mini festival in December - with a
criminally cracking line-up, get the
date in your diary and visit the
website for details:
https://newcastlenoir.co.uk/
programme-2021/

I'm always delighted to give a shout out to new releases and events, so
do get in touch if you've something you'd like me to add.
Drop me a line on Twitter @JackieJamxx or on FaceBook at WriterJackie

